
Brighouse “A” vs Malton “B” Win 12-8 
 

A grey cool day saw us attempt our last match of the season at home. There were few hands of great 

interest, bar 1 . Hand 7 4H made at two tables, 3NT at another M&B going off in 4H.  A few other 

small reverses saw us -22 Imps. 

Hands 9 and 10 both had vulnerable slams bid on all but 1 – against D&R. +13 Hand 12 also was 

slam, bid on three hands but not against L&T.again +13 . On Hand 13  L&T “sacrificed -4 in 4D vul 

when minor scores were made in clubs at other tables. M&B bid and made 4S on hand 14 part score 

elsewhere. +17 on the session and we were back to only 15Imps at the break. 

Nice tea- as usual for the home matches. On Hand 19 D&R got there opponents down in 4S making 

11 mostly elsewhere. Hand 20  ! L&T doubled their opponents vulnerable 2S doing 4 off for +1100 

when 1NT -1 or 2S +1  were  the alternatives! +14 Imps. On Hand 24 M&B’s opponents failed to bid 

game, made at all other tables. +31 on the round for a lead of +26 Imps. All to lose! 

On Hand 26 M&B made 3S going off against L&T making in 1 NT +1 vs S&J and going down in 3D 

against D&R for +6 Imps. S*J doubled 1NT by S making 8 on Hand 27 when 1NT went down by W 

with D&R. -7. Hand 28 M&B made 1NT whilst 2S went down 1 at each other table.. They then gave 

the points back by then failing to bid 5H when their opponents bid a good sacrifice 4S over their 

4H.S&J’s opponents bid game on hand 32 1NT at all other tables, all making 10 tricks. Very 

unfortunate as they had had a very steady afternoon – and a very good season. 

The team came good ---- but too late. A good win. We were relegated along with Malton. We had a 

much better end to the season than early on, after a very poor first three games. We came up 

against some aggressive bidding but mostly lost by not bidding available games. I do feel as teams 

we are disadvantaged by not being used to playing Duplicated Hands regularly. I am confident that 

with the platers available we should be able to hold our own next year. Thanks to all who took part 

in all the teams this year.  

Hands 
Names 

1-8 9-16 17-24 25-32 Totals 

Mick & 
Brian 

 

-340 -460 -2840 +450 -3160 

Shirley& 
Joan 

-690 +520 +3080 -1040 +1310 

Derek & 
Ray 

+580 +70 -1830 +350 -830 

Lynda & 
Tony 

-760 +600 +3150 -410 +2580 

 

 



 

 

 


